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These sentences contain adjacent homophones:
The seaside is an AIRIER AREA than the city
She ATE EIGHT chocolates
BAIRD (surname) BARED his knuckles
In the Arctic temperatures, the BARE BEAR was far from warm
She thought that her BEAU’S BOWS (ties) were very elegant
At the agricultural show, his huge BEET BEAT the others
The weekly meetings of the BOARD BORED him to tears
The cottage had a water BUTT BUT not an outside tap
We parted and said BYE, BY the train
When they are dead, the butcher CARVES CALVES
His CASH CACHE was in the safe
CLARK’S CLERKS did all his work for him
Margaret COURT CAUGHT the tennis ball
The COWARD COWERED when confronted by his boss
His CURRENT CURRANT crop was prolific
the beavers built a DAMN DAM which blocked the river
Did the gloomy DANE DEIGN to smile?
Did DI DIE suddenly?
The stag’s DOES DOZE near their fawns
The EWE YOU chose was the best of the bunch

Red EYED, I’D been watching too much television
FAY’S PHASE of withdrawal was only temporary
The FLOOR’S FLAWS indicated that some new linoleum was overdue
The batsman hit him FOR FOUR
Those in the FORT FOUGHT the enemy from above
FRANK’S FRANCS were rapidly running out
GERRY’S JERRIES were used as plant containers
When drinking, a rat should neither GNAW NOR chew
GRAY’S GRAZE was hardly visible
The newly installed fireplace had a GREAT GRATE
In a game of charades, the GUEST GUESSED the right answer
The GUY’S GUISE was transparent
Do the HARE’S HAIRS stand on end when it runs?
An obedient child, HE’D HEED his mother’s words
The goat HERD HEARD the farmer’s voice urging them to go into their pen
The HOARSE HORSE was in no condition to be ridden
HUGH’S HUES in his paintings were a shock to the eye
A duck enthusiast, IDA’S EIDERS were dear to her
There was no INN IN the tea total community
His two first names were JEAN GENE
Sadly, JEAN’S GENES had fundamental flaws
Everyone called KAY KAYE Miss ‘Oh’ !
I KNOW NO reason why she shouldn’t be in the team
The cattle LOAD LOWED on the way to market

As usual, the annual MAIZE MAZE was a great success
At the court MARTIAL, the MARSHALL was dismissed
MATT’S MATS were dirty and unkempt
The MAYOR’S MARES were currently in their stables
MOANER MONA got on everyone’s nerves
You must NOT KNOT the thread
According to the head NUN, NONE of the trainee nuns was up to scratch
Her ODE OWED its composition to her poetic trait
OUR HOUR of refreshment was at lunchtime each day
The cat’s PAWS PAUSE abruptly when he reaches his food bowl
The fishmongers was referred to as the PLAICE PLACE
The REVUE’S REVIEWS were not at all complimentary
The destructive boy REX WRECKS everything around him
RHODES’ ROADS are frequently used by tourists
Inspired, one frosty day she wrote a RIME RHYME
His ROUGH RUFF was hard on his neck
The SAIL SALE attracted many seafarers
I SEE SEA views from all my windows
She SENT SCENT for her sister’s birthday
The maths book contained a SINE SIGN
Conjuring involves a SLIGHT SLEIGHT of the hand
She STAYED STAID throughout her adult life
Their aim was to STEAL STEEL from building sites
The narrow sea passage was a STRAIGHT STRAIT

The word ‘STYX’ STICKS from lessons on mythology
Look, THEY’RE THERE already!
It was a stone he THREW THROUGH the window
He scored TWO TOO few points in the game of darts
Butchers USE EWES for meat
Driving along in his car, why did VERE VEER so suddenly?
The children said “WE’LL WHEEL the overloaded barrow but…
…we never said WE’D WEED the garden”
A WHALE’S WAILS carry miles under water
In ‘Double, double, toil and trouble’, WHICH WITCH is which?
In the eighteenth century, a WHIG’S WIGS were masterpieces
The winner WON ONE more match than the rest of the competitors
WOOD WOULD make an excellent tree house

With 3 adjacent homophones:

I WRITE ‘WRIGHT’ RIGHT across the page

ergo - ERG

